
Welcome in 
Maassluis

Enjoy the Tour



Tasks to do. 
HAVE FUN.

Take a group photo somewehere.

You wi" see lots of boats on your 
tour. Which one would you like 
to be the owner of and why? 
Take a picture.

Take a photo of an animal and 
write three lines about it. (You 
are a"owed to interview its 
owner).



Take four pictures of objects that look like the 
mathematical  figures in the picture. Choose 
four different mathematical pictures.



Map of the old centre of Maassluis.



Leave the schoolyard at the  gates and turn 
right.



Turn right at the crossing.



Cross the bridge and turn left. Walk along the 
shops until you see the statue in the next slide.



Who is he and why 
was he important?



Walk back a few metres and turn right at the 
next bridge.



What is the name 
of this bridge?



Cross the market square and walk uphill (on 
your right)



Turn right at the top of this 'hill'.
Find the answer to the next question by looking through the windows of the museum.



At the top of this 'hill' you 
will see 'Het sleepvaart 
museum'. What do they 
exhibit in this museum?



Turn left and cross the  bridge.



Take the second street on your right.
There is a question about this church in the next slide.



When was this church built?



Turn left.



Turn right and walk along the water.



Turn left, cross the bridge and turn left again. 

Answer the question in the next slide,



De Koepaardbrug

This bridge is ca"ed  'De 
Koepaardbrug'. 

The Dutch word koe means cow.

The Dutch word paard means 
horse. 

Why is this bridge ca"ed 'De 
Koepaardbrug'?

Take pictures.



This is the other side of the harbour.
In this street you wi" find the clue to the next question.



What do these 

plaques tell you?



Turn right when you see this road on your 
right.



Walk to the mill 'De Hoop'.
Answer the question in the next slide.



There are a few of those 
near the mill. What are they 
and what are they used for? 



Walk back some metres and go downhill.



Walk into the Nieuwstraat.



Turn right at the end of the street. Do not 
cross the bridge.



Cross the street and walk straight on.
At the end of the street you wi" see the school again.


